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Listed as a “Historic Monument” (Monument Historique) and recognised as a “Remarkable
Garden” (Jardin Remarquable) in 2005, Wesserling Park is testimony to an extraordinary
textile adventure in a valley of the River Thur in the Upper Vosges.
This unique site is a former “Royal Textile Printing Factory” with an incredible number of
preserved buildings linked to the textile industry. The gardens have been landscaped ever
since the site was first managed and the château was built. They were originally created
as ornamental gardens for the enjoyment of captains of industry, bearing witness to the
landscaping conventions of the various centuries. Later they were steadily turned into
vegetable gardens for workers, and then abandoned, before being gradually restored.
Each year for almost 18 years, designers, visual artists and landscapists have brought life
to these gardens, producing temporary creations which surprise, question and enchant
summer visitors.
Over the past two springs, professional and amateur photographers have opened our eyes
to the world with their emotionally charged photos.
For this new season, we would like to offer a triple view of the site through:
- a spring photo exhibition,
- plastic installations ready at the opening,
- and the perpetuation of our Festival des Jardins Métissés (mixed gardens Festival)
during the whole summer period.

©Marbach&Schwebel

Once again this year, you are offered a new theme. It again focuses on highlighting the site’s
values, between respect for the past and innovation, putting the emphasis on heritage
and offering interactive games for our visitors, new artistic creations and sustainable
development.
Whether you are a landscape designer, a plastic artist or a photographer, embark on
a journey through yesterday’s and today’s Egypt. Alongside Lord Evandale and in the
footsteps of Tahoser, characters in Théophile Gautier’s novel, let the Nile sweep you along,
in Egyptian palaces and into the depths of a well-guarded tomb.
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Egypt from

The Romance of a Mummy,
Théophile Gautier, 1858

Tombo of Nebamun ©Marcus Cyron

1. «Le Roman de la momie», a work from the 19th century
Théophile Gautier (1811-1872): Portrait of the artist
Théophile Gautier is a French author of the 19th century.
Poet, novelist, news editor in the and even author of ballets.
He uses the language with art and plays with words to bring
out all their beauty.
Théophile Gautier committed himself to a career as a painter,
however, his decisive meeting with Victor Hugo, in 1829, led
him to literature. However, his taste for painting is reflected in
his writing style where portraits and landscapes are described
as pictorial scenes, in which the power of words brings out all
the intensity of the colors.
Théophile Gautier takes an active part in the Romantic
Movement. This style affecting all the arts (music, painting,
sculpture, ...) had spread across Europe from Germany and
England. Romanticism was born out of a desire to break with
the ideal of classicism, reacting against its rationalism. Unlike
the classical movement born under the 17th century lights,
a Romanticism author expresses his emotions and his inner
«me», and explores all the possibilities of Art.This movement
is the liberation of language and imagination. Daydreaming,
mystery, melancholy, passion, search for escape, love, nature, travel, solitude, history, picturesque, freedom,
spirituality ... these are the themes explored in the romantic movement.
Then in his twenties, Gautier published a collection of poems (1830) and wrote his first short stories in a
fantastic poetic vein, such as La Cafetière (1831). Between 1833 and 1866, Gautier published around thirty tales
and short stories: La morte amoureuse (1839), la Mille et deuxième nuit (1852), Avatar (1857) ...
In 1835, he published his first epistolary novel: Mademoiselle de Maupin and three years later, La Comédie de
la Mort appeared, a collection of poems considered a romantic masterpiece, in which Gautier evokes death in
multiple aspects. In 1839, Théophile Gautier tried his hand at the theater and then at the ballet. He will be the
author of five ballets, including the famous Giselle (1841), one of the most performed in the world. Among his
most popular works, in 1863 he published a swashbuckler novel, Le Capitaine Fracasse.
In addition to his work as an author and the writing of numerous collections, Gautier worked for the press from
1836 to 1868.
Théophile Gautier was also a great traveler. Accompanied by a few author friends, such as Piot and de Nerval,
he went off to discover Belgium and Holland in 1836. In 1840, he traveled to Spain and then left for Algeria,
Italy, Greece, Turkey, Russia and Egypt. From these many trips, collections, travel journals and other novels were
released: Le Voyage en Espagne (1843), Constantinople (1853), Impressions de Voyage en Suisse (1865), Voyage
en Russie (1867) ... It is worth noting that he did not set foot in Egypt until the inauguration of the Suez Canal
in 1869, more than ten years after having published his famous Roman de la Momie. However, in his story, he has
been able to precisely describe the landscapes, the architectural decorations and the customs of this country
which was so fascinating at the time.
Upon his death,Victor Hugo and Mallarmé bore witness to the importance of this writer in French literature. In
1857, Baudelaire had already dedicated his “Fleurs du mal” with the following words:
«To the impeccable poet
to the perfect magician of French literature
to my very dear and very venerated
master and friend
Théophile Gautier…»
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Link with the site of Wesserling
Théophile Gautier’s life is contemporary to the golden age of the Wesserling fabric printing factory. He was born
in 1811, just a few years after the arrival of the Gros and Roman families on the Alsatian site. By mastering the
entire production chains, these two Protestant families of Swiss origin have developed manufacturing until it
reached its peak.
The Wesserling factory then specialized in the production of Indienne fabrics, whose millenary technique of
printing on fabrics came to us from the East at the beginning of the 17th century. The Indiennes fabrics present
their patterns that are drawings from floral inspiration, colorful, harmonious and varied, printed in Wesserling
over long lengths for the greatest delight of the 19th century’s Ladies.Whether for clothing or furnishing, Indiennes
could be used both for dresses as well as curtains, to adorn women’s necklines or to decorate delicate armchairs.
Every designer’s imagination was brought to life inspired by the surrounding nature for offering patterns imbued
with poetry.

Above, two examples of Indienne motifs printed at Wesserling in the 19th century.
While Gautier and the workers of Wesserling will witness technical and technological innovations that spawn
a major industrial revolution, they will also share a nascent fascination. That of great historical discoveries, new
archaeological practices and explorations. Indeed, throughout the 19th century, artists and writers transmitted
their interest and curiosity for the Levant and the Sunset Countries. The taste for the exotic and the orientalist
current were born from this trend. The «Roman de la momie» fits perfectly into this context of disorientation
and passion for travel.
At the very heart of the Wesserling factory, the «captains of industry « also undertook expeditions abroad.They
looked for new suppliers of raw material and negotiated the famous balls from the cotton fruit in America and
the far East. Cotton came mainly from Egypt and North America. From their travels, they also brought back, as
souvenirs, new plant species that they acclimatized in their gardens. Like Jacques-Gabriel Gros, passionate about
gardens and botany, who transformed the gardens of the park to accommodate all kinds of exotic species. For
example, he sat up orangeries on Mediterranean terraces to conserve many citrus fruits and initiated the layout
of an English-style park in order to exhibit large specimens from America.
Imagine the Wesserling site in the middle of the 19th century: 6000 people work on the site. The large buildings
are dedicated to spinning, weaving and printing. Noise is omnipresent; machines are running, horses-carriages are
on the roads, workers call out to each other. And in the middle of this rough-and-tumble, superb gardens, an area
of calm and rest that offer a pleasure space for the captains of industry. Planted with former fashionable species:
Sequoia, Rhododendron, Virginia Tulip tree, Lime tree, they match with the hilly landscape of the surroundings,
the typical shapes of the rounded Vosges mountains. Those are private gardens adjacent to the castle, residence
of the ruling families.
These gardens have not lost any of their enchanting power but are now open to the public; we intend to
continue the legacy of the manufacturers by making this Park luxuriating… with beautiful cultural and artistic
events turned towards the future.
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2. Summary of the novel
Among all the Théophile Gautier’s works, we have chosen the «Roman de la momie» and its fiction to illustrate
the 2021 theme about the exoticism and the Orient that fascinated so much during the 19th century.
Below you’ll find a quick recap of the story and descriptions of the main characters.

Summary

©Alexandre Lunois

The story of the novel begins during the 19th century, in the company of a young English aristocrat and a German
Egyptologist. They go together on an archaeological expedition to the heart of the Valley of the Kings, near the
city of Luxor, in Egypt. They discover there a tomb that remained inviolate until then ... The discovery is doubly
extraordinary: the mummy kept in its sarcophagus for more than 3,500 years is that of a woman and remains
perfectly preserved.
« Never had ancient Egypt more carefully wrapped up one of her children for the
eternal sleep.. »
Her name is Tahoser and her features reveal that of a woman of
great beauty.
« The gilded mask, with its long eyes outlined with black and brightened with enamel,
the nose with its delicate nostrils, the rounded cheek-bones, the half-open lips smiling
with an indescribable, sphinx-like smile, the chin somewhat short in curve but of extreme
beauty of contour, presented the purest type of the Egyptian ideal, and testified by a
thousand small, characteristic details which art cannot invent, to the individual character
of the portrait. »
Under her arm, the Egyptologist discovers a papyrus scroll. It took
more than three years for the German scholar to decipher the
manuscript contained in the tomb of the young woman. Instead of
finding the funeral ritual usually placed in the coffin, Tahoser’s life
was described there.

« Yes, I shall learn your story, you lovely dead; for that papyrus pressed close to your heart by your lovely arm surely contains it.»
This is how a narrative embedded in the narrative began.Together with the 19th century readers, we take a 3,500
years leap in the past and revive the beautiful Egyptian Lady, whose carnal envelope, became eternal, and could
cross the ages until its discovery by the young Lord and the German scholar.
In the ancient city of Thebes, the young Tahoser, sixteen years old, daughter of the high priest Petamounoph, is in
the grip of great melancholy. She yearns terribly to see Poëri again, a handsome and young Hebrew with whom
she is secretly in love. She is ready to sacrifice her life as an Egyptian notable to share that of the slave people. But
she ignores that the great Pharaoh is passionately in love with her. He had her kidnaped and offered her power
and wealth ...The drama culminated when in the footsteps of Moses, the Hebrews set out for the Promised Land,
soon chased by the monarch at the head of his army.

The characters
Lord Evandale
Lord Evandale Evandale is a young British lord, cultivated, whose physiognomy approaches the canons of Greek
beauty. It fully meets our ideal of a brilliant 19th century English aristocrat.
« Though accustomed not to manifest his emotions, he was unable to repress a prolonged and thoroughly British «Oh!» »
Lord Evandale is fascinated by the discovery of the Egyptian mummy. He even seems to have fallen in love with
her in retrospect. Stirred by her beauty, which no longer exists, he vows an impossible love for Tahoser that will
prevent him from being satisfied with the life and reality of his time.
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Doctor Rumphius

Helped by Argyropoulos, a cunning and calculating director of
excavations of Greek origin, the two explorers uncover the tomb of
a hitherto untouched mummy.
To their astonishment, the multiple galleries, chambers and antichambers of the tomb, with richly decorated faces and worthy of
the greatest kings of ancient Egypt, contain within them the perfectly
preserved mummy of a woman. As surprising as it may be, she must
have been of major importance to the Egyptian people.
« How did this woman’s coffin come to occupy this royal sarcophagus, in the centre of this
cryptic palace worthy of the most illustrious and most powerful of the Pharaohs? »
Rumphius will surpass the Egyptologists of his time by translating the
papyrus found in the sarcophagus near the mummy.

© Georges Rochegrosse

Of German origin, the scholar is passionate about Egyptology. He
accompanies Lord Evandale in Egypt, in his quest for new archaeological
discoveries. He is the exact opposite of the Lord. Small, plump and
unlike his friend, whose demeanor is impeccable and who enjoys
wearing elegant suits, he neglects his outfit and remains faithful to his
«black clothing, the traditional scholar look».

Tahoser
Main character of the embedded story. She inherits the fortune left by her father, the high priest Pétamounoph
and enjoys a sumptuous life in his royal-type palace.
The young woman is resplendent. Her charms, of pure Egyptian beauty, caught the eye of the great Pharaoh
himself, who fell in love with her.
However, far from suspecting the attraction she arouses in the
Pharaoh, Tahoser suffers from great sadness, unhappy at the
absence of the beautiful Hebrew Poëri, the steward of the goods
of the crown, from which she secretly fell in love with.
Tahoser eventually flees from the palace. She conceals her identity
and poses as a beggar named Hora. Thus disguised, she managed to
infiltrate Poëri’s home. He welcomes her warmly and offers her the
opportunity to become his servant.This is how Tahoser, still known
under the name of Hora, enjoys sharing the accommodation and
daily life of the young Hebrew every day.
She eventually learns that Poëri is already promised to Ra’hel, a
lovely young woman of Jewish origin. The latter, understanding the
love that Tahoser suffers has no objection to Poëri marrying the
young Egyptian, if she is ready to sacrifice her gods and her life as a
notable to follow the Hebrew people on their way to the Promised
land.
© Georges Rochegrosse
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Pharaoh

Pharaoh, his royal court and hi treasures

Kidnapping of Tahoser by Pharaoh
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Pharaoh is untouchable and happens to be far beyond the mere human condition.
As he returns from his campaign in Ethiopia, he appears in all his pomp and
majesty. His features, which look like those of a god basalt statue, reflect his
inaccessibility. It is he one who connects the world of the divine to the world of
mortals. He inspires his people with both fear and boundless respect.
The monarch kidnaps Tahoser and declares his love for her, surprised to feel
such a feeling that makes him human after all.
« I had come to think that, placed by the gods apart from and above all mortals, I was never to share
either their pains or their joys. Fearful weariness, like that which no doubt tires the mummies, who,
wrapped up in their bands, wait in their caves in the depths of the hypogea until the soul shall have
finished the cycle of migrations,—a fearful weariness had fallen upon me on my throne; for I often
remained with my hands on my knees like a granite colossus, thinking of the impossible, the infinite, the
eternal. (...) I was a king, almost a god, and you, O Tahoser, have made of me a man.»
Although Tahoser initially rejects his advances, she will eventually become Queen
of Egypt.

Pharaoh declares his love for Tahoser
and makes her queen of Egypt

The last part of the novel evokes a mysterious character, that of Mosche.
He is the embodiment of Moses from the biblical account of the Exodus.
He treated Tahoser, who then fell seriously ill after having crossed the
Nile by swimming in the middle of the night, braving the danger of the
crocodiles.
« He is wiser than the wise men and the wizards of Pharaoh, every one of whose wonders he
imitates. He knows the secret properties of plants, and makes drinks of them which would bring
the dead to life. He shall cure Tahoser.»
Mosche wishes to guide his people to Israel and free them from the yoke
of the Pharaoh. He is presented as a wise man, old but of tall stature,
whose long white beard fall loose over his chest. Despite «his simple
clothes,» his majestic appearance inspires respect.
« In him the majesty of age equalled the majesty of sovereignty. Although he was seventy years
old, he seemed endowed with manly vigour, and nothing in him showed decadence into senility.
The wrinkles on his brow and his cheeks, like the marks of the chisel on the granite, made him
venerable without telling his age.[…] A soul more energetic than a human soul vivified his
body, and on his face shone in the shadow a strange light. It seemed like the reflection of an
invisible sun.»
9
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Mosche

Mosche appeared several times before the Pharaoh to ask him
for the release of the Jewish people held in the city. Unable
to reach common ground, Mosche unleashes on the land the
famous plagues of Egypt, including the appalling episode of the
death of the firstborn. The monarch, until then determined not
to give in, is shattered by the scourge that results in the death of
his son, heir to the throne. Spurred on by Tahoser’s insistence,
he finally granted freedom to the Hebrew people.
Pharaoh will ultimately regret his decision. In anger, he raises
his army and sends all his chariots in pursuit of the fleeing
people to the shores of the Red Sea. This last act will sign his
death sentence because Mosche opened the passage between
the waters for his people and closed it behind them, carrying
© Georges Barbier
Pharaoh and all his army away in the waves.
This is how Tahoser succeeded her husband, becoming Queen of Egypt. She ruled alone over the country and
died in a short period of time. Her body, carefully prepared, was placed for eternal sleep in the sarcophagus
intended for the Pharaoh, but whose body was never found.

Assessment
In his novel, Gautier honors the place of women by giving Tahoser the role of the main character. The author
describes the landscapes and the Egyptian universe as pictorial works. He shows his scientific precision on the
architectural details, the habits and customs of the ancient people, their jewelry, their agricultural practices and
even their religious rites. He demonstrates a historical veracity that he ingeniously blends with a fantastic story,
steeped in ancient mysteries. Gautier also finds a way to connect the readership of his time to the history of
Tahoser by giving it a whole biblical dimension. This religious episode, much better mastered by the Europeans
of the 19th century than the Egyptian folklore, appears at the end of the novel, when the Hebrew people rise up
against the Pharaoh.
In this romantic work, Gautier brings to life an entire vanished world where the reader, completely disoriented,
shares the melancholy of Tahoser and Lord Evandale.

3. Themes related to the novel
In this third part, you will find the main themes covered in the story that can provide a source of inspiration for
creative projects in the gardens.

Egyptian landscapes
Egypt offers an astonishing contrast of landscapes. Located between the Lybic Desert, Sinai, and Arabia, bordered
by the Red Sea and the Mediterranean Sea, crossed by the long Nile River and dotted with oases; water, is the
promise of hope and life through a parched land.

A barren and hostile desert
Théophile Gautier’s novel takes place on the banks of the Nile, at the level of the current city of Luxor, the
ancient ancient city of Thebes. Through his account, we can feel the oppressive heat of the desert which makes
the archaeological expedition of the two explorers hard. It is indeed in the Valley of the Kings, also known as
«Biban-el-Molouk» that the story begins.
10
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Below is a map of Egypt locating the site of the Mummy’s novel, that is, at Luxor and the Valley of the Kings.
Two photographs represent the famous valley in the desert.

The Valley of the Kings is formed by a fault in the Libyan chain and leads to the Nile valley. It is the burial place
of most of the pharaohs of New Kingdom Egypt.
Gautier describes in his prologue a mineral landscape, desolate by the absence of humidity resulting from the
burning heat of the sun’s rays. Without even leaving the comfort of our armchair, our office or our room, we
suffer as much from the heat as the protagonists. Here are some excerpts to see for yourself:
« The narrow defile which forms the entrance to the valley of Biban el Molûk was soon reached. It had more the appearance of the work of man
than of a natural opening in the mighty wall of the mountain,(...) Beyond the opening, the valley, which here widened somewhat, presented the
most desolate sight. On either side rose steep slopes formed of huge masses of calcareous rock, rough, leprous-looking, worn, cracked, ground to sand,
in a complete state of decomposition under the pitiless sun. They resembled bones calcined in the fire, and yawned with the weariness of eternity out
of their deep crevices, imploring by their thousand cracks the drop of water which never fell. »
« The thoroughly dry atmosphere in these climates being perfectly transparent, there was no aerial perspective in this place of desolation. Every
detail, sharp, accurate, bare, stood out, even in the background, with pitiless dryness, and the distance could only be guessed at by the smaller
dimensions of objects. It seemed as though cruel nature had resolved not to conceal any wretchedness, any sadness of this bare land, deader even
than the dead it contained.
Upon the sun-lighted cliff streamed like a cascade of fire a blinding glare like that which is given out by molten metal; every rock face, transformed
into a burning-glass, returned it more ardent still. These reflections, crossing and recrossing each other, joined to the flaming rays which fell from
heaven and which were reflected by the ground, produced a heat equal to that of an oven, and the poor German doctor had hard work to wipe his
face with his blue-checked handkerchief, which was as wet as if it had been dipped in water. »
In the same vein, the city of Thebes is also described, in the first lines of the embedded narrative, with this
palpable intensity. The city « seemed asleep under the burning beams of the blazing sun. It was noon. A white light fell from the pale sky
upon the baked earth; the sand, shimmering and scintillating, shone like burnished metal; shadows there were none, save a narrow, bluish line at
the foot of buildings, like the inky line with which an architect draws upon papyrus; the houses, whose walls sloped well inwards, glowed like bricks
in an oven ».
However, the city of Thebes enjoys a much milder climate than that of the desert. Indeed, the presence of the
Nile participates in the regulation of temperatures and provides a vital water resource for humans, livestock and
vegetation. The Nile is the «Father of Life» for the Egyptians. Fundamental entity of the landscape, the Nile is the
common denominator shared by all the inhabitants.
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The Nile, a nourishing river
From 3500 BC, the climate becomes more arid and the agriculture of ancient Egypt becomes dependent on
the Nile cycle. The Nile which flows from equatorial Africa to the Mediterranean brings waters rich in organic
matter. The Egyptians then learned to live at the rate of the floods, adapting agricultural work to the rising and
falling of the waters. Ancient Egyptians practiced «flood recession agriculture».

© @egypte.evasion

Egypte from the sky
Nile shore landscape
From the air, it is easier to understand the influence of the Nile in the Egyptian landscape. The opposition of the
two large landscape units is obvious. Across the desert, the river marks its presence with a green bar, widening
out at the level of the delta on the Mediterranean coast. The banks of the Nile are, even today, monopolized by
agriculture, explaining the unequal distribution of the population which is concentrated on the riverbanks.

© Fanny Schertzer

Agricultural fringe near Luxor

Agricultural work schedule

Hâpy

is
the
divine
personification of the Nile
in Egyptian mythology. It
personifies
the
natural
phenomena associated with it:
the flooding in the middle of
the dry season and the annual
fertilization of the soil, to
which the Egyptians could not
give a rational explanation. He
wears a plume of plants from
the Nile on his head: papyrus stems (symbol of Lower
Egypt) and a water lily (symbol of Upper Egypt). He could
also be represented with the head of a hippopotamus.
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July to September / Akhet / «the flood», flood of
the Nile which enters its major bed. .

October to February / Péret / «the exit»,
recession of the Nile which returns to its initial level,
the minor bed, revealing new lands loaded with silt,
excessively rich and easily cultivable. Period of tillage
and sowing.
February to June / Chémou / « the heat » is the
time of grain harvesting and threshing.

Hypogeum (underground chamber)
of Sennedjem, ancient village of
Deir el-Médineh, called «village of
craftsmen». Representation of the
Fields of Alou or Fields of Reeds,
vision of paradise in ancient Egypt
constituting the domain of the god
Osiris where the dead are assured
of excellent harvests.

irrigation canal
cereals
flax
Sycamores, date palms,
doum palms
Thistles, mandrake,
poppies

The Nile

© JF Bradu

Irrigation systems and techniques

The noria (water wheel)

The creation of hydraulic systems improved the cultivation on recession by
increasing the cultivable area. Channels were dug to bring the flood to a few
tens of meters from the initial flood.

The chadouf

Contre-poids

Hydraulic machine for raising
water using the energy produced
by the current, in order to irrigate
food crops or to supply aqueducts.

Levier

Seau

©

The plots not affected by the rising waters during the Nile floods can be
irrigated artificially using a pendulum well, called «Chadouf». The chadouf
allows water to be drawn from the nearest
irrigation canal.The system is driven by human or
animal power.

The qanat
Feature intended for the capture of an
underground water table and for conducting the
water to the outside. A qanat is made up of a
series of vertical access shafts (access, ventilation)
connected to a gently sloping underground
channel which conveys water to cisterns or to a
runoff. For people in arid or semi-arid regions, a
qanat constitutes a constant and regular supply of
water, whatever the season.
© Masaf Memari
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Monumental architecture
Théophile Gautier provides us with a precise picture of the architecture of the palace in which Tahoser lives,
of that of the Pharaoh, of the temples and hypogeums (underground chambers) encountered in the novel. Each
column, each capital, each cornice is mentioned. The nature of the stone used, the windows half-closed by reed
blinds, the moldings of the columns ending in blooming flowers are studied ...
Every detail has been screened by the author. And above all, obelisks, pylons, columns, colossi, sphinxes,
cryosphinxes, temples and palaces, everything seems completely out of proportion, exacerbating the landmarks
of the human scale.
Egyptian architecture is dizzying. The palaces are impregnable. The hypogeums(underground chambers) are
protected by a maze of galleries. Below is an excerpt from the novel as Tahoser, prisoner of the Pharaoh, enters
the grounds of the Royal Palace:
« The buildings, though in no wise gloomy, had a look of irresistible strength, of absolute will, of eternal persistence: a world catastrophe alone
could have opened an issue through these thick walls, through these piles of hard sandstone. To overthrow the pylons built of fragments of
mountains, the earth itself would have had to quake; even a conflagration could only have licked with its fiery tongues those indestructible blocks. »
Colossi of the Temple of Luxor, erected
by Amenophis III and Ramses II

One remaining obelisk, the second having been
donated to France by the King of Egypt in 1830

Architectural lexicon
As for Tahoser, it was in a troglodyte syringe that she
Criosphinx : body of a crouching or lying lion with long legs was discovered, like the hypogeum of Queen Nefer-

and a ram’s head with curved horns.
tari, wife of Ramses II, whose cross-sectional diagram is
Sphinx : chimera with the body of a lion and a human head. shown below:
Dromos : alley usually lined with sphinxes extending,
outwards, the axis of a temple to connect it to another
building or a pier on the Nile.
Hypogeum : tomb dug in the ground (basement, hillside).
In Egyptology, this tomb more precisely designates an
underground tomb (as in the Valley of the Kings).
Propylaea : portico with columns which formed the
entrance, the monumental door (of a temple, of a citadel).
Pylon : «gateway», monumental construction formed of two
rectangular-based towers connected by a lintel, providing an
entrance door to Egyptian temples.
Syringe : Royal tomb of Pharaonic Egypt, carved into the
rock in the form of a gallery.
14

Vegetable fibres
Whether textile or paper, the Egyptians mastered many techniques to design fabrics, ropes, mats, shoes and even
sheets of paper.

The flax
Flax is one of those very famous plants in ancient Egypt. Clothes, shrouds, baskets, ropes or even oil, flax is part
of the daily life of the ancient Egyptians. This plant can be harvested at different stages of its maturity depending
on the uses that will be intended for it. When it is still green, flax allows to obtain flexible fibers which, after
weaving, produce a very fine textile. When ripe, its fibers, harder, allow the manufacture of ropes, mats, baskets
and resistant fabrics.

The soft sheer clothes and linen fabrics are assembled to make calasiris, these typical tunics worn by the ancient
Egyptians. Sometimes fringed at the bottom, sometimes covered with a white woolen coat, the calasiris is
transparent and reveals the shenti, sometimes worn underneath. Clothing for men as well as for women, the
shenti is a strip of canvas girding the loins like a loincloth and held by a belt.
In her clothing, Tahoser’s delicate skin « showed pink and white through the thin warp of the calasiris. The dress, of a large checkered
pattern, was fastened under the bosom with a girdle with long ends, and ended in a broader border of transverse stripes edged with a fringe.»
Linen was also used for making mummification wraps. A ceremony of great height, mummification prepares the
body of the deceased person for its eternal sleep, guaranteed by the quality of the ritual. The bandaging aims to
preserve the flesh and prevent the destructuring of the body. Also, the linen strips, of different calibers, will soak
up oils, ointments, resins and beeswax that coat the body for their antiseptic or hydrophobic qualities.
« The bandage having been unrolled, another narrower one was seen, intended to bind the body more closely. It was of such fine linen, and so
finely woven, that it was comparable to modern cambric and muslin. »

The cotton
The Egyptian cotton that was unknown during high antiquity, will obtain
a prominent place, and will be considered to have the highest quality
among the cottons available on the world market. This unique quality
comes from the length and fineness of its fibers, which far exceed those
of other varieties. A quality reinforced by the combing technique which
lengthens, refines and strengthens the threads. It is a rare and prestigious
material whose high price is justified.
It is from the 19th century that it will benefit from its fame. In her article
published in 1956 for l’Information Géographique, Jeanne Marchal explains
that the decisive boost was given by the American Civil War (1861-1865)
«which diverted industrialists from the American market and directed
them towards Egypt. Production tripled to meet the demand and needs
of occupying England.»
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The palm tree

Palm fiber was also widespread: the palms or fibers of the stipe were used in the manufacture of mats, ropes
as well as in the production of sandals, sometimes found in tombs, as well as jewelry, amulets and others
precious fabrics.
Represented barefoot on the murals, men and women also wore sandals. But braided articles were mainly
reserved for notables and pharaohs. They were luxury items made from leather, woven straw, strips of palm
leaves or papyrus, rushes or swamp reeds and sometimes inlaid with gold.

The papyrus
The papyrus is obviously emblematic. Considered a sacred plant in ancient Egypt, it is the symbol of Lower
Egypt. It originated these sheets of paper, which creation can be traced back to 5000 years before our era,
thus guaranteeing eternity to certain stories. This tradition of paper making has not been lost. Below, a young
woman is spreading strips of cellulose fibers to prepare the famous sheets made from Cyperus papyrus.

The ornaments
Egyptian clothing can be complemented by several accessories: wigs and
headdresses, belts, necklaces, armbands, bracelets, pendants and earrings...
The jewels are abundant and made up of noble and precious metals, gems,
pearls and enamels: lapis lazuli, enamel plate, gold, carnelian grains, alabaster,
agate and onyx adorn the throat of Tahoser or the belt of the Pharaoh. The
adornments will accentuate the beauty of Tahoser:
« A broad pectoral ornament, composed of several rows of enamels, gold and cornelian beads, and
fishes and lizards of stamped gold, covered her breast from the lower part of the neck to the upper
part of the bosom»
or will reinforce the power of the Pharaoh:
« A broad necklace, of seven rows of enamels, gems, and golden beads, swelled on the Pharaoh’s
breast and shone in the sun. »
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The animals
Wild or domesticated animals for agricultural work and consumption, animals brought back as war trophies or
used to wage war, sacred or symbolic animals, ... Animals are present in the daily life of Egyptians. Familiar or
revered, feared or tamed, they are also mentioned in Gautier’s novel.

Common environnement animals

Ibis

Many birds are mentioned in the novel. Ibis, storks, ducks gather at the
aquatic areas or invite themselves into the gardens. Vultures, hawks,
lammergeier, silversmiths, as raptors masters of the skies, became history
characters. The Nile is full of fish, but also of much larger and particularly
threatening mammals and reptiles such as the hippopotamus and the
Nile crocodile. Jackals appreciate the desert, as do the antelope and its
predators leopards, hyenas and other caracals.

Gypaète

Vautour

Faucon

Animals in agriculture
Among the domesticated animals, the ox, as well as the donkey, help with
agricultural work. First, harnessed by the horns, the oxen will pull the
tillage to plow the soil. They can also help in the harvest, by trampling the
grain with their cloven hooves:
«They were superb oxen with long horns, curved like the head-dress of Isis, with high withers,
deep dewlaps, clean, muscular limbs; the brand of the estate, stamped with a red-hot iron,
showed upon their flanks. They walked slowly, bearing a horizontal yoke which bore equally
upon the heads of the four.
They were driven on to the threshing-floor; urged by the double-lashed whip, they began to
trample in a circle, making the grain spring from the ear under their cloven hoofs; the sun
shone on their lustrous coats, and the dust which they raised ascended to their nostrils. »
Goats, pigs, sheep and backyard poultry also have their role to play after
sowing: they are released into the fields so that their trampling will bury
the seeds in the fertile silt of the Nile. They are, of course, also raised for
consumption.

Plowing with the swing plough

Grain harvest - Tombo of Menna

The animals in wars
Horses are indispensable members of the Pharaoh’s army for
his campaigns in Nubian, Ethiopian or Sinai. After a victory in
foreign lands, they were rarely the only animals that return
home. War treasures were very various: in addition to
material booty, slaves and prisoners of war were escorted
by ferocious, strange or spectacular animals.
« He shouted, in a loud voice as sonorous as a brazen trumpet, the victories of the Pharaoh; he related the fortunes of the Pharaoh’s battles,
announced the number of captives and of war chariots taken from the enemy, the amount of the booty, the measures of gold-dust, the elephants’
tusks, the ostrich-plumes, the quantities of balsamic gum, the giraffes, lions, panthers, and other rare animals. »

Sacred and symbolic animals
In the ancient beliefs of the Egyptians, practically every particular symbolism was attributed to animals. Animals
are protective, harbinger of good fortune or on the contrary, are the sign of less auspiciousness. Associated with
the deities, they are considered to be living embodiments of divine principles. Also, some animals will be sacred,
others idolized, their death sometimes resulting in a ceremonial burial and their mummification as revered being.
You will find in this part some examples:
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The crocodile of the Nile

Des crocodiles momifiés

he presence of crocodiles in the Nile was for
the Egyptians the forerunner of a flood favorable
to harvests: crocodiles were therefore sacred
animals at that time. Master of the waters, it
is the god who irrigates the fields. Sobek, the
crocodile god, also symbolized the strength and
power of the Egyptian pharaohs.

The hippopotamus

Taouret, is the protective goddess of childbirth. Represented
leaning on the Ankh (the Egyptian cross), the goddess has a
hybrid aspect symbolizing both fertility and the ferocity of
the mother defending her child.

The Uraeus (the cobra) and the vulture

The insects
The sacred
scarab
Symbol of the rebirth
of the Sun. The
spherical ball that the
sacred dung beetle
rolls to its burrow
was associated by
the ancient Egyptians
with the course of
the sun.

Bees and the honey harvest

Sign of initiation and sacred inspiration. The bees
symbolize the obedient people. Beeswax was used in
the ritual of mummification. Honey was the only way
to sweeten back then. It was consumed in a drink at
their wedding by the royal couple. The tradition was
maintained: the drink was taken during one moon
(which is one month) to maintain happiness in the new
home, the honeymoon was born.

Wadjet, symbol Nekhbet, symbol
of Lower Egypt of Upper Egypt
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Ouadjet and Nekhbet are
two protective divinities
of the pharaohs and the
symbol of the «Two Lands».
We mainly find the uraeus
on the headdresses in the
shape of a «lion’s mane» of
the pharaohs: the Nemes.
This crown is worn for
ceremonies as a homage
to the gods and for the
most important funeral
rites in the country. It
is therefore the Nemes
that is represented on
the sarcophagi of the late
pharaohs.

Deities, Worship and Ceremonies
Religion has a prominent place in ancient Egypt. Many concepts govern Egyptian worship: the creation of the
world, the symbolism of colors or the judgment of the soul. Polytheic, the cult associates divinities with animals
and raises the pharaoh to the rank of god. There are more than a thousand deities, which is why only a tiny
sample of them will be presented in this section.

Examples of deities
Originally, there was the Nun, liquid chaos, that is, the rising Nile mixed with mud. Eight gods joined together to
push back the waters. This is how the sun appeared, emerging from the bud of a lotus flower. Re, the sun god
born from this event, dries up the mud and creates the earth. This is one of the propositions of the birth of life
on Earth. Ra will give birth to the god Shou, god of air and Tefnut, goddess of humidity. In turn, Shou and Tefnut will
give life to Geb, god of the Earth, and Nouth, goddess of the sky. Below is a brief description of their descendants:
NOUTH
Sky

Spouses
HORUS

Shou, Air

GEB
Earth

OSIRIS

ISIS

ANUBIS

NEPHTYS

God with the head of a jackal,
he is the protector of the graves
and the deceased. He made the
first mummy of Egyptian legends
by collecting the 14 pieces of the
body of his father Osiris.

SETH

God with the head
of a falcon, crowned
with the pschent,
symbol of the two
Lands of Egypt, he
is the god of heaven
and kingship. He will
avenge the death of
his father Osiris by
fighting Seth.

Spouses

Osiris : god of the Kingdom of the dead. He is also the spirit of vegetation
and sunlight. He is the first to rule on the two Egyptian lands.
Seth : god of disorder and confusion. He is the master of thunder and
lightning. Jealous of Osiris, he kills his brother to take power over the
two Egypts. His head in the form of an anteater’s muzzle gives him a
monstrous appearance.
Isis : funeral goddess, she is represented wearing on her head a throne
or two cow horns surmounted by the solar disk. Sister and wife of King
Osiris, she brought him back to life after his battle against Seth. She is
considered to be the protective mother of the pharaohs.
Nephtys : protective goddess of the dead, she watches over their
sarcophagi.
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The journey to the afterlife
Throughout Egyptian history, prayers and supplications were addressed to Osiris in the hope of ensuring his
blessing and thus entering the hereafter where he reigned supreme. The soul of the deceased must be ready for
his judgment, the Psychostasis, a mythical trial described in the Book of the Dead.
Soul judgment scene before Judge Osiris, from the Book of the Dead:

1

2

3

4

1 Anubis

accompanies
the
deceased until the weighting of
his heart.

2 Anubis regulates the balance: to
2

1

3

access eternal life, the heart of
the deceased must be lighter
than the feather of Maat, goddess
of truth and justice. Otherwise,
Ammut, the voracious eater of
impure souls awaits the verdict.

3 The god Thoth is the scribe
who will reveal the result of the
weighing

4 Horus presents the deceased
with a pure soul to the god
Osiris who will grant him
eternal life.

the deceased

the heart of
the deceased
Anubis

Âmmout, the
devourer feather of
Maat

Thot

Care given to the deceased
Egyptian beliefs explain the desire to preserve the body of the deceased for his eternal rest. Before becoming
popular, mummification only concerned royal families. The method of preserving the body consists of a seventyday ritual made up of different stages of treatment of the body orchestrated by the embalming priests. The body
is first washed, shaved and sanitized. It is then eviscerated and then dehydrated. The body will then be reshaped
and swaddled using the famous linen bands, after disseminating, of course, a few protective amulets.
« Compared with the Egyptians, we are downright barbarians; hurried on by our brutal way of living, we have lost the delicate sense of death. »
Kébehsénouf

Falcon
intestines
West

Hâpi

Baboon
lungs
North

Douamoutef

Jackal
stomach
Est

Amset

Women
liver
South

Opposite, the 4 «children of Horus». These vases with
anthropomorphic effigies contain the viscera of the
deceased, except the heart which must be presented
before Osiris. For power to be fulfilled and for it to
protect the mummified organs, each genie must be
associated with a goddess and a cardinal point.
« At the angles of the sarcophagus were set four vases of oriental alabaster, of most elegant
and perfect outline, the carved covers of which represented the man’s head of Amset, the
monkey head of Hapi, the jackal head of Tuamutef, and the hawk head of Kebhsnauf. The
vases contained the visceræ of the mummy enclosed in the sarcophagus. At the head of the
tomb an effigy of Osiris with plaited beard seemed to watch over the dead. »
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The garden of ancient Egypt
Going all in, in order to join the man she fell in love with, Tahoser discreetly fled from her palace, through the
water gate at the back of the garden. Her maid Nofré inspects every nook and cranny of the garden trying to
find the missing girl. We then discover the atmosphere of a calm garden, with water, greenery and freshness:
« Nofré looked along every walk, under every arbour, under every arch, into every grove, but unsuccessfully. She entered the kiosk at the end of
the arbour, but she did not find Tahoser; she hastened to the pond, in which her mistress might have taken a fancy to bathe, as she sometimes did
with her companions, upon the granite steps which led from the edge of the basin to the bottom of fine sand. The broad nymphœa-leaves floated
on the surface, and did not appear to have been disturbed; the ducks, plunging their blue necks into the calm water, alone rippled it, and they
saluted Nofré with joyous cries. »

A geometric garden
The Egyptian garden is square or rectangular in shape. It is enclosed, framed by a wall enclosure that protects
it from the drying wind coming from the desert, sand, animals and flooding from the Nile. It is a symmetrical
garden organized in primary and secondary axes. Also the aisles are rectilinear and cross perpendicularly. They
are planted with rows of drought-acclimatized trees and shrubs and pruned to facilitate picking and increase
productivity. The garden is organized around an ornemental pond, usually a central, square or rectangular basin.

Rectangular central basin: aquatic
plants, fish, birds
1st row made of short shrubs to
isolate the pond from the rest of
the garden
2nd row made of fruit trees (fig
trees, palm trees, pomegranate
trees, jujube trees, etc.)
Tombo of Rekhmirê, Thebes
vizier and governor of the city

3rd row made of tall trees for
shade with frankincense, aromatic
and medicinal herbaceous plants

The oasis, a garden of water and freshness
The garden of ancient Egypt appears like a welcome oasis in a
scorching desert.Water is a crucial element in the structure of
the garden. Both utilitarian and decorative, the pleasure garden
is created for gods, pharaohs and high dignitaries. The popular
garden is purely a food garden and is less well known because
of its few representations.
In this water garden, the pond is a crucial element. It is fed by
a network of canals that collect water directly from the Nile.
Shading, essential in this country, is provided by the different
strata of planted trees as well as the climbing vine, often
present in the heart of the garden.
The greenery is lush there thanks to the network of canals
which irrigate the planted paths abundantly.
The Egyptian garden is therefore a garden which adapts to the
constraints linked to the climate (adapted species, protective
enclosure, etc.) and where water and vegetation brings calm
and freshness.
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The pond is decorated with aquatic plants,
contains fish and is visited by birds. Lotus
and Papyrus are considered sacred and are
the emblems of Lower and Upper Egypt.

Tombo of Nebamon, Thebes
Official scribe and grain counter keeper (-1350)

« In the centre of the court sparkled in the sunshine a pool of water, edged with
a margin of Syêné granite. On the surface of the pond spread the heart-shaped
leaves of the lotus, the rose and blue flowers of which were half closed as if overcome
by the heat in spite of the water in which they were plunged.
In the flower-beds around the pool were planted flowers arranged fanlike upon
small hillocks, and along the narrow walks laid out between the beds walked
carefully two tame storks, which from time to time snapped their bills and fluttered
their wings as if about to take flight.
At the angles of the court the twisted trunks of four huge persæas exhibited a mass
of metallic green foliage. At the end a sort of pylon broke the portico, and its large
bay, framing in the blue air, showed at the end of a long avenue a summer kiosk of
rich and elegant design.
In the compartments traced on the right and on the left of the arbour by dwarf
trees cut into the shape of cones, bloomed pomegranates, sycamores, tamarinds,
periplocas, mimosas, and acacias, the flowers of which shone like coloured lights on
the deep green of the foliage which overhung the walls. »

Plant palette of species found in the gardens of ancient Egypt
Here is a non-exhaustive list of the species recorded in Egyptian gardens and identified in Théophile
Gautier’s novel:
Sycamore fig
Carob tree
Willow
Reeds
Nile Acacia
Peach tree
Date palm
Cornflower
Fig tree
Persea
Doum palm
Poppy
Mimosa
Tamarisk
Argun palm
Chrysanthemum
Vine
Oleander
Papyrus
Mint
Olivier
Jasmine
Nutcracker
Safflower
Grenadier
Cypress
Lotus
Castor oil plant
Pistachio
Plane tree
Nenuphar
Periploca
Tomb of the Vineyards of Sennefer,
Governor of Thebes during the reign of Amenophis II

Date palm

The goddess Nut represented in front of the sycamore tree, sacred tree of the book of the dead

To conclude on this analysis of Théophile Gautier’s work, here is an interesting remark from young Lord Evandale.
Moved by his discovery, he situates his emotion in the context of the 19th century, but this seems, however, still
applicable today:
«Perhaps,» replied Lord Evandale, very thoughtful, «our civilisation, which we think so highly developed, is, after all, but a great decadence
which has lost even the historical remembrance of the gigantic societies which have disappeared. We are stupidly proud of a few ingenious pieces
of mechanism which we have recently invented, and we forget the colossal splendours and the vast works impossible to any other nation, which
are found in the ancient land of the Pharaohs. We have steam, but steam is less powerful than the force which built the Pyramids, dug out
hypogea, carved mountains into the shapes of sphinxes and obelisks, sealed halls with one great stone which all our engines could not move, cut out
monolithic chapels, and saved frail human remains from annihilation,—so deep a sense of eternity did it already possess.»
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CATEGORY1
PHOTOGRAPHS

1. Theme of the call for photographs
Variations of the Egyptian theme « a journey back in pharaohs’ time »
Already in the 19th century, Théophile Gautier described to us in his novel an Egypt with two faces where
the contrast between the arid and inhospitable landscapes of a scorching desert and the welcoming and lush
landscapes of a nourishing river shines through. With over one hundred million inhabitants today, Egypt is also
a contrast between the modern culture of Cairo, Aswan and Alexandria, and a buried world, so powerful in the
past, that it has knew how to raise indelible traces in the landscape. Thus, pyramids, temples, colossi and alleys of
sphinxes bear witness to this ancient culture of splendor, excess and the hegemony of the pharaohs.
Through the photographic exhibition, we wish to illustrate the Egypt of yesterday and today. We want to travel
to the heart of these landscapes that are both welcoming and unstable. We want to revive the time of the
pharaohs. Share the daily life of families, both in farming villages and also in the busy streets of Cairo.We hope to
contemplate the banks of the Nile and sail on the river aboard a felucca, a typical boat carrying a trapezoidal sail.
Thus, the call for applications is launched for photographs on three main themes:
- the monuments, emblematic or unknown; take us on a journey through an Egypt that is both
ancient and modern. Let us feel the contrast of scale, that of our smallness in the face of grandiose
constructions. Show us details that only your photographer’s gaze can perceive.
- the portraits of the inhabitants. Let us enter with you into the privacy of your homes. Let us
discover the daily life of Egyptians, their practices and their crafts. Share your bursts of laughter and
your curiosity. Let us feel those emotions captured in a split second and yet made eternal on film.
- the landscapes, indomitable or mastered. Through panoramas or macro-photographs, let us
discover the color contrasts. The absence and presence of water. The typical flora and fauna of the
Nile valley or even agriculture adapted to hot countries.
Photos exhibited as part of the Festival des Jardins 2020 (1 & 2) and the spring 2019 event (3)

2

©Vincent Schneider

1

©Alexandre Sattler

3

©Régine Heintz
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Location of photographs in the gardens
For the 2021 exhibition, around thirty shots will be selected.The exhibition spaces will therefore be concentrated
to create an overall effect.The photographs will be set up in a way that matches the summer garden projects and
will occupy shaded areas as much as possible in order to keep their bright colors as long as possible.
Three locations are planned for the photographs of the 2020 exhibition:
- at the level of the English park, under the trees,
- around the barefoot path on the lime trees terrace,
- on the Mediterranean terraces to exchange with the majestic plants (redwood and holly) that
occupy the space.

The different spaces occupied by the 2019 photograph exhibition:
English park

Lime trees terrace

Mediterranean
terraces
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2. Event timetable
January 17, 2021

deadline for submission of the application form and photographs

End of January, 2021 Photograph selection panel
June 6 to Octobre 10, 2021 exhibition period for the selected works
June 6, 2021 inauguration of the 2021 new exhibitions in photographers’ presence

3. Participation requirements
Contents of the application file
This call for applications is open to all photographers, whether professional or amateur.
Candidates will submit their application to the Wesserling Park before midnight on the 17th of January 2021at
the latest.
This file, written and sent in digital format in a single sending to jardins@parc-wesserling.fr must include:
- a synthetic presentation of the photographer (150 words maximum)
- a proposal of a maximum of 5 photographs. There is no minimum requirement.
The photographs must be different from each other and represent different Items..
Sent in digital format- jpeg and color-, the photographs must have a resolution of approximately 4000px
by 6000px for 300 dpi (lower resolutions can be presented but will be verified by the printer before
submission to the jury members).
The photographs can be in portrait or landscape format.
No logo, watermark or signature should appear.
Each photograph should be named as follows: “artist_name_ photo name _year”.
- the application form duly completed and signed with the minimum information for each photo as
indicated on the form (see p. 28 of the specifications)
Clause: As a family audience, any vulgar, violent or sexual photograph that may offend someone’s sensitivity,
whether express or implied, will be denied.

Selection
A jury composed of members of the Association de Gestion et d’Animation du Parc Textile de Wesserling
(AGAPTW), various partners active on the site (Association des Jardins de Wesserling, Communauté de
Communes de la Vallée de Saint-Amarin, Collectif des Possibles...) and professional photographers will meet
during January 2021.
The originality of the photographs, their quality, their consistency with the theme and their relevance will be the
main selection criteria.
About thirty photographs will be selected by the members of the Jury. All candidates will be notified of the result
by e-mail.
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Printing method
Former textile industrial site, the Wesserling Park highlights its
history by linking current events with the spirit of the place.
With this in mind, the photographs will be printed on textiles
by a partner company located on the site. The material chosen
is velvet, which allows an unequalled cooler rendering and gives
the images a real depth.The colors of the photographs will follow
an evolution with the external conditions (UV, rain) and will then
integrate perfectly into the changing and living aspect of the
gardens where flowers, fruits and autumn foliage will gradually
follow each other.
Each photograph will be carefully placed on the site in accordance
© Magali Santulli
with its environment. For the moment, 2 formats are planned:
1.00 x 1.40 m and 2.00 x 1.40 m but depending on the new MrJost, co-manager of the company «Colorathur»
explains the technique of printing on velvet.
structures in place or on the selected photographs, other formats
may be considered.

Intellectual property
The photographs will be exhibited for free with the agreement of the photographers.
Their printing costs and the costs generated by the design of the supports will be borne by AGAPTW.
No modification will be made by AGAPTW to the photographs without the prior agreement of the author(s).
The photographs set up in the Park will remain the intellectual property of the artists.
Each work will bear a title, the name of the photographer, the location and the date of the shot and a short
description. No photograph may be used by AGAPTW for commercial purposes, however, photographers accept
by participating that they may be used by the Association for information and promotion of the photographic
exhibition with mandatory mention of the photographic credit (in accordance with Article L 121-1 of the
Intellectual Property Code).
Without the prior agreement of the author(s), no adaptation of the works for a new use is allowed.

4. Communications
General information
The open-air photographic exhibition is a booming event. Le Parc has been offering spring artistic discovery
season for only three years.
Wesserling Park communicates through various media supports: website, newsletter, social networks, signage,
posters, leaflets, flyers, videos, press articles, advertising inserts, radio spots... but also via events and especially
trade fairs.
If you are present on the web with your activity as a professional or amateur photographer, and if you wish, we
will be pleased to add your details as indicated in the application form so that interested persons could have a
greater insight into your work.
The opening of the exhibition gives the opportunity to participate in a press conference and a lively inauguration
gathering many guests.

« Photographer Pass »
Each photographer will be given a «Pass» giving him and an accompanying person free entrance of the gardens
during opening hours and throughout the duration of the event, from June 6th to October 10th, 2021.
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5. Application form
Photograph personal data
Last name
First name
Pseudonym
Adress
e-mail
Phone number
Website (or Facebook, Twitter, Instagram...)
The photographer agrees to fully participate in the festival 2021 call for photographs launched by the Wesserling
Textile Park Management and Organization Association, and explicitly declares having read the rules and
regulations of the call for photographs and its various clauses (*) and accepts their terms and conditions.

Date
Place

Signature

Pictures data
File name

Photo place

Wished title for the
picture

Small description (100 words maximum)

(*) • The provided photographs are the photograph’s propriety and do not come from a third party.
• The photographer’s identity (Surname, First name, Pseudonym), place of residence and production site may be disseminated at any
time and on any medium when related to the photographic exhibition (in compliance with Article L121-1 of the Intellectual Property
Code). In accordance with the law «Informatique et libertés» – Data Protection Act - of 6 January 1978 amended in 2004; participants
have the right to access and rectify information concerning them, they can assert their right by addressing AGAPTW.
• The photographer consents, in the event that his photographs are selected, to the use, publication or distribution of the photographs
by the the Wesserling Textile Park Management and Organization Association, without additional remuneration and without time
restrictions, on any communication medium, with mandatory mention of photographic credit, for the purpose of promoting the works
and providing information. The Wesserling Textile Park Management and Organization Association undertakes not to use the artists’
photographs for commercial purposes. Finally, the photographs of the event taken by the organizer, once the works have been exhibited,
may be used, free of charge, to promote the site.
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CATEGORY 2
PLASTIC INSTALLATIONS

1. Theme of the call for applications
We all dreamed of Egypt as a child. In these dreams, we reinvent archaeological research in underground tombs,
unraveling the mysteries of the ancient world. We solved puzzles made up of hieroglyphics. We gazed with bliss
at the splendor of the architecture and at the rich adornments of the pharaohs. We witnessed the magic of the
Nile and the lion, falcon and crocodile-headed gods.
The theme of Egypt is vast and feeds our imagination. It takes us back to this ancient culture but still present
thanks to traces that remain eternal: shrines, mummies, papyrus, jewelry, amulets, etc.

Form of the plastic intallations
The proposed installation can:
- play with the scale, make us feel our small size by facing oversized elements.
- use vegetable textile fibre or papier fibre: Linen, cotton, papyrus, palm tree (see p. 15), you are free to braid,
weave or swaddle.
- represent the animals of the common landscape as those relating to symbolism or the sacred.The sacred dung
beetle carrying the solar circle above its head and compared to the god Re himself, the hippopotamus, both
feared because destroyer of crops on the banks of the Nile and revered, because protector of pregnant women
and the childbirth, the Nile crocodile, herald of a flood favorable to the crops, the oxen, involved in the work of
the soil, the horses, essential partners of the Pharaoh’s soldiers, the uraeus and the vulture, two protectors of
the Pharaohs perched on funeral headdresses ...
- be inspired by the cult of ancient Egypt or hieroglyphic writing. Sacred texts, papyri and bas-reliefs reveal to
us the omnipresence of the gods in the daily lives of Egyptians. Our life is orchestrated by rituals, until its final
stage in the passage to the afterlife. By solving the enigma of hieroglyphics, Champollion gave us a much better
understanding of the ancient world.

Message delivered by the work
The theme of the year could also be delivered in the message that the artist wishes to develop and transmit to
the visitor
- Théophile Gautier is an author of the romantic movement where emotion brings out the beauty of the work.
He seeks «art for the sake of art», a contemplative beauty.
Romanticism favors the themes of nature and love. Melancholy and passion, daydream, exoticism and a taste for
travel, ruins, history, picturesque, spirituality, such are the themes addressed in this movement.
- The work can also invite the observer to become aware of the fragility of the environment in an alarming
climatic context. The intensity of the droughts, the water shortages are just a wake-up call from our planet. Let’s
adapt quickly, if we don’t want to turn our planet into an Egyptian desert. Nature is vast, diverse but also fragile,
its preservation is no longer an option.
Examples of plastic works selected for the «Festival des Jardins Métissés» in the Wesserling Park:

Kioni the elephant, Déambulons, 2016 Seed boxes, Van der Akker, 2020
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2. Event timetable
January 24, 2021 deadline for receipt of proposals
February 2021 selection date
March 15, 2021

deadline for submission of communication dossier (in digital format)

April-Mai 2021

date for installation of projects in the gardens

Mai 28 2021

deadline for projects installation

June 6 to Octobre 10, 2021
June 6, 2021

exhibition

official launch of the exhibition in the presence of the designers

3. Conditions of participation
Contents of the application file
The dossier must be submitted to the organizer by January, the 24th, 2021 before midnight.
Administrative documents to be included in the dossier:
- application form (cf. p. 37 of this design specifications document),
- succinct dossier presenting your former achievements and your work.
Documents to be included in the dossier:
- description of the essence of the project in connection with the theme and the site and a suggestion
for the title of the project
- one or more sketches allowing one to understand and imagine the proposed installation (ground
plane, sections, axonometry, technical diagrams...)
- detailed costing of the project
- Timetable specifying the number of days required to install the project and the number of people
who will be working on its installation.

This dossier can be sent by post or delivered in person to the following address:
Parc de Wesserling – Ecomusée textile
Service Jardins
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling
Or send by e-mail at jardins@parc-wesserling.fr
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Technical criteria
Every year, the Park welcomes several tens of thousands of visitors with a target audience consisting mainly of
families with children.
The site is intended to be as fun as possible, offering many elements and interactive routes where free interaction
of all devices is allowed. Despite constant supervision of the gardens, we do not control the more or less delicate
actions of our public. Any element must therefore be designed to last for the entire exhibition period (from early
June to mid-October).
If necessary, you may put some distance between your work and the visitors by integrating a fence, a ground
structure that cannot be crossed, or by hanging up certain elements…
The installation of the work must be thought out to be as little invasive as possible: no fixing through tree trunks,
no sealing on existing stone walls, no foundations threatening the root system of the plants... As far as possible,
concrete seals or large concrete foundations should be avoided.
The final location of the work is defined by the organizer in cooperation with the creator and may involve an
adaptation of the work to the surroundings.

Selection
The jury, composed of members of the Association de Gestion et d’Animation du Parc Textile de Wesserling
(AGAPTW) and the various partners active on the site (Association des Jardins de Wesserling, Communauté
de communes de Saint-Amarin, Collectif des possibles...), will decide on the basis of the various criteria below:
-The landscape integration of the work in the very diversified environment of the gardens (wooded
area, vegetable gardens, old stone walls, historical perspective in line with the castle...)
- Anecdotally, humorously or artistically recalling the year’s theme. The design must be based on an
idea that «hits the bullseye», surprising and astonishing the visitor like a fleeting appearance at the
bend of a path.
- The choice of natural, recyclable or recycled materials or noble materials to create the work:
wood, metal, stone, earth, branches, textiles... Plastic, resin and some composites materials should be
avoided as much as possible.
- The monumentality or multiple nature of the work: Wesserling Park has very large spaces that
require plastic installations to be of a large scale, either in terms of the size of the structure itself or
in terms of space occupation.
All participants will be notified of the result by e-mail.

Intellectual property
The design proposal, drawings and all submitted documents remain the property of the designers. Any graphic
material may be published or exhibited. The names of the authors are always specified. The same applies to
photos produced by the organiser. These may be used, free from copyright, for promotional purposes relating to
the event and for general communications about the gardens, with no time limit.
The works of art created for the event of 2021 using the budget allocated for the event remain the property of
the organiser.
Wesserling Park undertakes to mention the following: “Créé pour la saison 2021 du Parc de Wesserling – Année
xxxx / Artiste : nom, contact” (Created for the season of 2021 on Wesserling Park – Year xxxx / Artist: name,
contact).
The Park may make changes to the work after its first year of display to the public, if it has been retained for the
purpose of re-display.
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4. Practical conditions
Intervention site
Plastic installations can be set anywhere on the site.
The location will be chosen in cooperation with the creator.
The main available spaces are as follows:
- the central walkways of the regular garden: large strips of short grass, pierced with arabesques of
spring bulbs and lined with fruit trees cut into goblets.
- the English park: a vast space composed of a large flat meadow on a gentle slope and wooded areas
dotted with large-sized trees.
- the lime tree terrace: a rounded space, surrounded by large lime trees and occupied in its centre
by a work from the 2016 Garden Festival.
- the terrace of the chateau: vast flat and very sunny space, located in front of the south facade of
the castle and visible from all over the site and integrated into the major perspective of the Park.
- Mediterranean terraces: two large terraces bordered by stone walls and divided into several
different environments, the cave, the shade of redwoods and holly, the central perspective and its
basin, the walls occupied by espaliers fruit trees.
- the so-called «kangaroo terrace»: a small densely planted area, to date occupied by a vine stack
kangaroo shaped and a promontory offering an unobstructed view over the vegetable gardens.
Many photos of the spaces are available on the Park’s website and on social networks. If you nevertheless need
more information about a particular area, do not hesitate to contact us!

The cave

English park

intermediate terrace

Regular garden, central paths
ways

Castle terrace
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Budgets allocated to the project
A budget of 2400 € including VAT is allocated for each plastic installation.
It is distributed as follows:
- 1100 € including VAT as payment including:
fees for the creation of the work
the payment by the creator of social security contributions and taxes relating to these fees
the realization of the work on site
the creator’s travel expenses
the creator’s catering during the installation of the work (accommodation is provided by the Park see next paragraph)
the compulsory presence of the creator at the opening
the production of an explanatory text and presentation of his/her work and artistic approach,
accompanied by a visual.
For artists resident in France, the invoice must include a SIRET number or a membership number for the
Maison des Artistes; other designers must include an intra-community VAT number on their invoice.
Otherwise, a work contract is required. In this case, the total amount is in gross, from which the various
contributions will be deducted.
- 1300 € including VAT for materials upon supporting documents
This amount concerns exclusively the materials incorporated in the work.
The purchase of materials used to construct (including tools) the work and personal protective equipment are
not included in this budget.
The rental of equipment, any costs of transporting particular equipment and/or the intervention of an outside
company, entrusted with a specific mission that cannot be carried out by the creator(s), must be validated in
advance by the organizer before the creator confirms his order to the supplier.
Expenses are reimbursed on presentation of a complete detailed invoice.
Some orders can be made directly by the organiser to group the needs of different designers and potentially
take advantage of reduced tariffs.
The raw materials used and transformed through creation will remain the property of the Association de
Gestion du Parc de Wesserling.
N.B. If the actual artistic expenses are less than the provisional budget amount, the unused budget cannot be
transferred to the fees. The budgets allocated to each item are independent.
Accommodation during your various visits to the site is provided by the Park.
You will be housed in holiday rentals, B&BS or hotels.
Accommodation will be taken into account within the limit of 5 people per team and for a maximum duration
of one and a half weeks.
During the installation period, the holiday rental accommodation will be shared by different successful applicants.
As the Park takes care of all accommodation directly, no specific allowance is provided for accommodation.
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Work site progress
Site discovery meeting
A meeting is scheduled at the end of Februray 2021 for you to visit the site and meet and exchange information
with Park teams.
This on-site meeting is compulsory.This meeting makes it possible to define the space that best suits for hosting
the plastic installation, to possibly adapt the work to the chosen location in consultation between the organizer
and the creator and to organize the future site so that it takes place in the best possible conditions.
On-site installation
The on-site installation of the projects must be carried out by the designers. The Gardens Manager will monitor
the installation of the work to ensure that it is in keeping with the project validated by the jury. The Manager
may ask for modifications during the works, particularly as regards visitor safety. The installation timetable and
the forecasted budget must be scrupulously observed.
Commencement of the works and delivery of the garden must take place on a week day, on a specific date
booked in advance with the Gardens Manager. The team of gardeners at the Park do not work at weekends or
on bank holidays.
The designers must be equipped with their own tools for the installation of the garden on site.
A technical team can be made briefly available on site. This team’s job is not to construct the works under the
direction of the designers. However the team can provide advice. The interventions following any request from
this technical team will be deducted from the implementation budget on the basis of the rates set out below.
If work is carried out by the Park team, the cost of this is deducted from this figure on the basis of 100.00 euros
incl. taxes per half-day and per person or 30.00 euros incl. taxes per hour.
You may receive support from volunteers during the installation of the work on site.They can be accommodated
by the Park along with the designers, as long as there are spaces available in the booked holiday rental
accommodation.
All structures must be in place at the latest by the deadline for the completion of works, i.e. Mai 28, 2021.

Maintenance of the project
Once the installation is completed, maintenance and possible repairs of the work will be carried out by the Park’s
teams.
At the end of the exhibition period (mid-October 2021), the works remain the property of the Wesserling
Textile Park Management and Animation Association. After one year of exhibition to the public, if the work has
been selected for new exhibitions, the Park may make changes to it.
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5. Communications
Event Communications
Leaflets, posters, plans, on site panels and regular
newspaper articles will highlight the work of
the artists selected to participate in this spring
event.
The www.parc-wesserling.fr website and also
the Parc’s active presence on social media and
via its newsletter will allow each work produced
by the selected artists to be described in detail
and showcased based on pictures (photo
or video produced either internally or by
professionals) together with descriptions from
the communication package.
”Parc de Wesserling” is solely responsible
for communications relating to the event and
assumes sole responsibility for project signage
based on documents provided by the designers.
The opening of the exhibition gives the
opportunity to participate in a press conference
and a lively inauguration gathering with many
guests.

Opposite, an example of an article published in
the newspaper «L’Alsace» on June 4, 2020

Contents of Communications Dossier
A dossier containing all communications documents must be submitted in digital format before 15 March 2021.
This dossier must contain:
- a text presenting the designers and their careers (50 words maximum)
- a text presenting the work created for the event (150 words maximum)
- a selected view of the project (perspective drawing, sketch, axonometric projection, etc.)
- your contact details giving your addresses/identifiers for your online presence linked to your activity,
not forgetting the contact details of any partners and the logos.

Designer Pass
Each designer will be given a «Pass» giving him and an accompanying person free entrance of the gardens during
opening hours and throughout the duration of the event, from June 6th to October 10th, 2021.
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6. Application form
Last name
First name
Pseudonym
N° SIRET
N° Maison des Artistes
Adress
e-mail
Phone number
Website (or Facebook, Twitter, Instagram...)

The creator agrees to fully participate in the spring 2021 call for photographs launched by the Wesserling Textile
Park Management and Organization Association, and explicitly declares having read the rules and regulations of
the call for and its various clauses (*) and accepts their terms and conditions.

Date
Place

Signature
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CATEGOTY 3

© Vincent Battesti

LANDSCAPED GARDENS PROJECTS

1. General information about the Festival des Jardins Métissés (Mixed
gardens festival)
Wesserling visitors
The ˝Festival des Jardins Métissés˝ is one of the main garden events in eastern France, with an average visitor
attendance of more than 60,000 in recent years.
Festival visitors:
- Individual visitors 80 %
- Groups and schools 20 %
Geographical Origin of Visitors:
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The numbers and typology of visitors varies according to the different months of the Festival:
• School groups visit the Festival during the month of June (and the Park in the months of May, September and
October) and take advantage of the many events offered by the Park’s educational team.
• The peak times for individuals to visit the Festival are at weekends especially during summer.

Event timetable
January 24, 2021

Deadline for receipt of complete proposal dossier

Beginning of February

Selection date

Février 2021

Date of site visit for teams selected for the Festival

Mars à mi-avril 2021

Dates for installation of gardens by the team of gardeners of the Wesserling Park,
according to the maps of the designer

15 avril 2020

Deadline for submission of communications dossier (in digital format)

19 avril au 28 mai 2021 Dates for the finishing of the garden projects by the design team
28 mai 2021

Deadline for gardens’end of installation

6 juin 2021

Opening date and official launch of the Festival of Gardens

10 octobre 2021

Closing date of the Festival of Gardens
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2. Conditions of participation
Content of dossier
The complete dossier must be submitted by 24 January 2021 before midnight at the latest.
Administrative documents to be included in the dossier:
- application form (cf. p. 47 of this document),
- succinct dossier presenting your former achievements and your work.
Documents to be included in the dossier:
- Description of the essence of the project in connection with the theme and the site and a suggestion
for the title of the garden.
- Ground plan of the garden in colour, on a 1:100 scale, specifying the planned materials and structures
- planting plan, éch. 1/100
- Significant cross-section of the project
- Free-style pages featuring perspective drawings, freehand sketches, axonometric projections and/
or schematic diagrams for every specific technical element (floor anchorage, hanging elements, etc)
- Technical description detailing the installation procedures for the garden
- Detailed costing of the project
- Timetable specifying the number of days required to install the project and the number of people
who will be working on its installation
- Programme for managing the plot for the duration of the Festival.
Optional: project model
The final location will be determined by the organiser and may entail adaptation of the work. However, thank
you for suggesting the plot towards which your project is oriented. You will find the description of the plots in
the annexes available only on request at the following address : jardins@parc-wesserling.fr
This dossier can be sent by post or delivered in person to the following address:
Parc de Wesserling – Ecomusée textile
Festival des Jardins Métissés 2020
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling
Or send by e-mail at jardins@parc-wesserling.fr (When sending a digital file (e-mail e.g.) please don’t forget to
make sure that the addressee received it (acknowledgment of receipt e.g.)).

Technical Criteria
The Park welcomes tens of thousands of visitors each year. All constructions, pathways and installations must
therefore be built in such a way as to support this level of visitor numbers for the duration of the Festival (4
months and a half).You are invited to employ a technician within your team, if necessary.
The presence of interactive elements within the gardens necessarily entails a huge amount of unrestricted
handling by all visitors and particularly by a young audience. Despite constant surveillance of the gardens, we
cannot control the movements of our public. Every element must therefore be designed to last for the entire
period of the Festival and endure repeated use without becoming dangerous to visitors’ safety.
The paths and walkways must be constructed in such a way as to offer universal access (particularly for pushchairs
and disabled persons). The Park has been awarded the Tourisme & Handicap label and the gardens are entirely
accessible. In this respect, you should plan for walkways with a minimum width of 0.8 metres. The incline of
pathways must not surpass 5 % (or 8 % over a maximum distance of 2 metres).They must also permit visits from
school groups (approx. 20 to 30 children per group and 400 children per day).
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All plots are equipped with a water inlet and an electrical outlet. We also have full outdoor sound equipment
(amplifiers, speakers, CD players) which we can make available to you on request and subject to the approval of
the technical department.
Wesserling Park is committed to the environment. A preference is given to natural, recyclable or recycled
materials and to materials gathered on site or in the surrounding environment.
The use of materials on the ground (mulch, minerals, etc.) must be carefully considered as these materials must
not mix with the underlying soil and must be easily retrievable at the end of the Festival. We therefore strongly
recommend that you include tarpaulins or geotextiles in the list of supplies to isolate ground coverings.
To delimit the paths on your plots, metal trusses are available. They are easy for you to install.
Nocturnal Extravaganzas in the Gardens
The Gardens are open in the evening during the first three weeks of August, from Thursday to Sunday, until 23:30
Visitors are invited to come and discover the site by night on an imaginative fairy-tale journey, featuring characters
drawn from the selected story inspired by this year’s theme.
The Gardens are lit by the Park’s technical team. Lighting equipment is installed in July.
The designers must therefore ensure that their garden is accessible for nocturnal events.

Selection Criteria
The jury will comprise employees and volunteers from two garden management associations as well as landscaping
professionals (landscape contractors, landscape designers, visual artists, members of the Parc & Jardins d’Alsace
network or members of the town’s green spaces department).
4 dossiers will be selected from the applications received. Applicants will be notified of the results by letter.
The criteria analysed by the jury are as follows:
A Festival of Gardens which “mixes” plants
Plants must be predominant; designers with little or no knowledge concerning gardens are invited
to enlist the skills of a landscape gardener or technician for the use of the plant in their proposal.
The plot must remain attractive throughout the Festival thanks to the succession of flowering
periods and the use of various colored foliage, the creation of compositions where fruits can be
showcased... The plant palette must also combine horticultural plants, useful plants (dye plants, fibre
crop, medicinal plants...) and vegetables.

Festival 2019 - Equipe PoPup

Festival 2018 - Equipe De vert et de pierre
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Gardens embodying the history of the heritage site and its landscape
Since Wesserling is a former textile industry site, giving a nod to its history is appreciated: choice
of plants (in connection with fibres or dyes), design of the flower beds (evoking textile motifs),
presence of materials and machines evoking the industrial world (steam, metal, toothed wheels...).
The work must fully integrate into the surrounding landscape by playing with the points of view,
highlighting existing structures or revealing a new way of looking at the site.

Areas offering playful, educational and interactive elements
Large, surprising and inviting structures are very much appreciated by the visitors: high platforms,
tunnels of varying lengths, work with materials that are permeable to view or opaque....
The path within the garden must be thought out for proposing a succession of sensations (interplay of
colors, transition from shadow to light, variability of materials...), a multiplicity of pathways (variation
in path width, ground cover, several possible thoroughfares..), the possibility of settling down to rest,
dream or enjoy (considerations about the furniture..: benches, chairs, hammocks, picnic tables...) and
the installation of play features through the scattering of clues to solve an enigma, or strange objects
and extraordinary machines ready to be operated (sound objects, optical illusions, participatory
works of art to complete...).

A garden inspired by the theme of the year, the common thread being Théophile Gautier’s
«Roman de la momie»
For 2021, Mediterranean gardens are spotlighted. The gardens can reveal the different landscape
atmospheres described in the novel:
• the dry garden where the rock and the incandescent sand recall the Egyptian desert,
• the garden oasis of luxuriant and refreshing greenery,
• the cleverly irrigated peasant garden, made up of cereal, fruit and palm crops,
• the ancient geometric garden, with paths lined with fruit, medicinal or incense tree species,
• the Nile bank garden where the sails of canges and feluccas stand out,
• etc...
Also, the proposed gardens will be able to play on the contrasts of colors, the abundance or the total
lack of water, plant species ...
For children (young and old), the plots can present playful and didactic devices evoking the enigmas of
hieroglyphs, the archaeological discovery of the English Lord and the German scholar, the agricultural
techniques allowing to irrigate crop, scale games with oversized monuments reminiscent of sphinxes,
colossi and other propylaea ...
Ancient architecture can well find its place in the plots by evoking the temples, palaces or the
working-class districts of Thebes. Important remark: all designers should note that Wesserling Park
reserves the exclusive right to make a giant pyramid-shaped structure. Please DO NOT offer a
pyramid in your design projects.
The theme also lends itself to developing an educational discourse linked to respect for the
environment, natural environments and sustainable development by teaching, for example, about
species acclimatized to arid conditions, requiring little water resources.
The theme is launched, now you figure it out!
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Intellectual property
The design proposal, drawings and all submitted documents remain the property of the designers. Any graphic
material may be published or exhibited. The names of the authors are always specified. The same applies to
photos produced by the organiser. These may be used, free from copyright, for promotional purposes relating to
the event and for general communications about the gardens, with no time limit.
The works of art created for the ˝Festival des Jardins Métissés˝ using the budget allocated for the event remain
the property of the organiser. Wesserling Park undertakes to mention the following: “Créé pour le Festival des
Jardins Métissés – Année xxxx / Artiste: nom, contact” (Created for the Festival of Mixed Gardens – Year xxxx
/ Artist: name, contact).
The Park may make changes to the work after its first year of display to the public, if it has been retained for the
purpose of re-display.

3. Practical implementation conditions
Intervention site
The Wesserling Park, located on a former glacial moraine, provides very different spaces:
- very sunny Mediterranean and structured terraces (lined with stone walls, covered with gravel
paths)
- a very wooded English park dedicated to the barefoot trail
- a productive vegetable garden managed by a nonprofit back-to-work organization.
- a regular garden with 4 large flat plots of 600 m² which is dedicated to the Festival des Jardins.
From one year to the next, we may offer the creators the ability to keep certain structures on site.
To get a full description of these areas and the history of Wesserling Park, please send a request by email to the
following address: jardins@parc-wesserling.fr

The four plots of the regular garden and the castle in the background
Festival des Jardins Métissés 2018 - Theme : Japan
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Budgets allocated to the project
A budget of 7000 € including VAT is allocated for each plastic installation.
It is distributed as follows:
- 2000 € including VAT as payment including:
fees for the creation of the work
the payment by the creator of social security contributions and taxes relating to these fees
the realization of the work on site
the creator’s travel expenses*
the creator’s catering during the installation of the work (accommodation is provided by the Park see next paragraph)
the compulsory presence of the creator at the opening
the production of an explanatory text and presentation of his/her work and artistic approach,
accompanied by a visual.
* depending on the origin of the designers, an additional budget envelope may be granted to cover travel costs

For artists resident in France, the invoice must include a SIRET number or a membership number for the
Maison des Artistes; other designers must include an intra-community VAT number on their invoice.
Otherwise, a work contract is required. In this case, the total amount is in gross, from which the various
contributions will be deducted.
- 5000 € including VAT for materials upon supporting documents
This sum exclusively covers plants, and materials used to create the garden. A minimum of 30% of the budget
must be dedicated to plants.
The purchase of materials used to construct (including tools) the work and personal protective equipment are
not included in this budget.
The rental of equipment, any costs of transporting particular equipment and/or the intervention of an outside
company, entrusted with a specific mission that cannot be carried out by the creator(s), must be validated in
advance by the organizer before the creator confirms his order to the supplier.
Expenses are reimbursed on presentation of a complete detailed invoice.
Some orders can be made directly by the organiser to group the needs of different designers and potentially
take advantage of reduced tariffs.
The raw materials used and transformed through creation will remain the property of the Association de
Gestion du Parc de Wesserling.
N.B. If the actual artistic expenses are less than the provisional budget amount, the unused budget cannot
be transferred to the fees or accommodation budget. The budgets allocated to each item are independent.
Accommodation during your various visits to the site is provided by the Park.
You will be housed in holiday rentals, B&BS or hotels.
During the installation period, the holiday rental accommodation will be shared by different successful applicants.
Accommodation will be taken into account within the limit of 5 people per team and for a maximum duration
of 2 weeks.
As the Park takes care of all accommodation directly, no specific allowance is provided for accommodation.
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Progress of the construction of the gardens
Organisation meeting
A meeting is scheduled between mid-February and mid-March 2021 for you to visit the site and meet and
exchange information with Park teams.
This on-site meeting is compulsory and will involve discussion of the arrangements for future works, so that
these can take place under the best possible conditions.
On-site installation
The realization of the Gardens will be done jointly with the design team and the team of gardeners of the
Wesserling Park. The team of designers is expected to carry out, at a minimum, the finishes of the project.
The agreement will specify the tasks for gardeners and the remaining tasks for designers. In the event that the
designers find themselves completely unable to travel to the site for the completion of their project, part of the
fees will be retained according to agreement between the parties.
The Gardens Manager oversees the successful completion of the work in accordance with the project approved
by the jury. She may request modifications during the construction, in particular concerning the safety of visitors.
The installation timetable and the forecasted budget must be scrupulously observed.
Commencement of the works and delivery of the garden must take place on a week day, on a specific date
booked in advance with the Gardens Manager. The team of gardeners at the Park do not work at weekends or
on bank holidays.
Creators must be equipped with their own tools and the necessary materials for their work, and must be
autonomous for setting up their installation.
A technical team can be made briefly available on site. This team’s job is not to construct the works under the
direction of the designers. However the team can provide advice. The interventions following any request from
this technical team will be deducted from the implementation budget on the basis of the rates set out below.
If work is carried out by the Park team, the cost of this is deducted from this figure on the basis of 100.00 euros
incl. taxes per half-day and per person or 30.00 euros incl. taxes per hour.
Seedlings of grass, flowering meadows and textile hemp must be completed before April 30, or concerning lawn,
replaced by grass sod patches.
The gardens remain accessible to the public during the period of installation. We therefore request that you
respect the boundaries of the worksite, determined in agreement with the garden team, and be vigilant of any
material or equipment on the pathways. No danger to visitors is permitted.
You may receive support from volunteers during the installation of the work on site.They can be accommodated
by the Park along with the designers, as long as there are spaces available in the booked holiday rental
accommodation.
All structures must be in place at the latest by the deadline for the completion of works, i.e. 28 May 2021.

Maintenance and Disassembly of the Plot
Once the works are completed, garden maintenance and disassembly will be performed by the team of gardeners
at “Parc de Wesserling”. If possible, maintenance may be continued until the end of December. Some works may
be decorated and lit for the nocturnal extravaganzas held during the month of December as part of the “Christmas
in the Garden” event.
The designers are required to stipulate if any specific management is required. They must also inform the Park
team of any particular requirements for disassembly of the work, if applicable.
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4. Communications
Event communications
Leaflets, posters, plans, on site panels and regular newspaper
articles will highlight the work of the artists selected to
participate in the Festival des Jardins Métissés.
The www.parc-wesserling.fr website and also the Parc’s active
presence on social media and via its newsletter will allow
each work produced by the selected artists to be described
in detail and showcased based on pictures (photo or video
produced either internally or by professionals) together with
descriptions from the communication package.
Daily guided tours of the Gardens are offered to visitors.These
are carried out by gardeners who have themselves taken part
in the installation.
”Parc de Wesserling” is solely responsible for communications
relating to the ”Festival des Jardins Métissés” and assumes sole
responsibility for garden signage based on documents provided
by the designers.
The opening of the exhibition gives the opportunity to
participate in a press conference and a lively inauguration
gathering with many guests. This day is a fun event which
enables guest visitors and partners to meet the designers and
talk to them about their work.
The day begins at 10:00 with official speeches and continues
with a visit to each plot, followed by a gathering with drinks.

Opposite, an example of an article published in
the newspaper «L’Alsace» on August 21, 2020

Content of Communications Dossier
A dossier containing all communications documents must be submitted in digital format before 15 april 2021.
This dossier must contain:
- A text presenting the designers and their careers (50 words maximum)
- A text presenting the work created for the Festival (180 words maximum)
- A colour map of the work
- A selected view of the project (perspective drawing, sketch, axonometric projection, etc.)
- Your contact details giving your addresses/identifiers for your online presence linked to your activity,
not forgetting the contact details of any partners and the logos.

« Designer Pass »
Each designer will be given a «Pass» giving him and an accompanying person free entrance of the gardens during
opening hours and throughout the duration of the event, from June 6th to October 10th, 2021.
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5. Application form
To get the complete file with the plots descriptions and the history of the Wesserling site, we kindly ask you to
send a request by email to the following address: jardins@parc-wesserling.fr

Official Team Representative
Name
Pseudonym
N° SIRET
N° Maison des Artistes
Adress
e-mail
Phone number
Website (or Facebook, Twitter, Instagram...)

Team
Team name
Team composition (name, surname, adress, phone number and e-mail for each member):

The team mentioned above undertakes to present a garden project as part of the «19ème Festival des Jardins
Métissés» which will take place at Wesserling Park from 6 June to 10 October 2021.
I will submit my complete dossier to the organiser before 24 january 2021.

Date
Place

Signature
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C O N T A C T
• • F O R M • •
GARDEN DEPARTMENT
Virginie ZERROUG
jardins@parc-wesserling.fr

+33 (0)3.89.38.28.12.

COMMUNICATION DEPARTMENT
Pauline PATENOSTRE
communication@parc-wesserling.fr // +33 (0)3.89.38.28.13.

PARC DE WESSERLING
ECOMUSEE TEXTILE
Rue du Parc
68470 Husseren-Wesserling
Tél. : +33 (0)3 89 38 28 08
info@parc-wesserling.fr
www.parc-wesserling.fr

